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In December 2016, the United States government launched its first National Action Plan (NAP) 

on responsible business conduct. In response, the International Corporate Accountability 

Roundtable (ICAR) conducted a structured assessment of the U.S. NAP, using the NAPs Checklist 

developed and published by ICAR and the Danish Institute for Human Rights (DIHR).1 The NAPs 

Checklist lays out a set of twenty-five criteria that address both the content of NAPs and the 

process for developing them.  

 

This assessment is part of a larger effort by ICAR to assess all existing NAPs on business and 

human rights. In November 2015, ICAR and the European Coalition for Corporate Justice (ECCJ) 

published an updated version of their joint report, Assessments of Existing National Action Plans 

(NAPs) on Business and Human Rights,2 which systematically assessed the published NAPs from 

the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Denmark, Finland, Lithuania, and Sweden. This report was 

updated in August 2017, in conjunction with both ECCJ and Dejusticia, to include assessments of 

the Colombian, Norwegian, United States, United Kingdom (second iteration), Italian, and Swiss 

NAPs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Forward by the Executive Director 
 

The International Corporate Accountability Roundtable (ICAR) has long 

been engaged in the global promotion of National Action Plans (NAPs) 

on Business and Human Rights. In September 2014, following 

extensive advocacy by ICAR and other civil society organizations, the 

U.S. government joined a growing number of countries committed to 

creating NAPs by announcing its intention to draft a NAP on 

Responsible Business Conduct.  

 

During the drafting process of the U.S. NAP on Responsible Business Conduct, ICAR spearheaded civil 

society engagement and interfaced directly with those government entities involved in the drafting to 

push not only for a transparent and consultative process, but also for strong and meaningful government 

commitments within the NAP. We also co-hosted one of the four regional dialogues which fed into the 

NAP process in April 2015 in Washington, D.C.   

 

ICAR also o du ted a shado  Natio al Baseli e Assess e t o  the i ple e tatio  of the UN Guidi g 
Principles on Business and Human Rights in the United States and submitted over two hundred specific 

policy recommendations to the U.S. government for consideration. We also maintain the only 

independent website focused specifically on the U.S. NAP on Responsible Business Conduct. 

 

The following assessment reveals that while the U.S. NAP presents a thorough overview of existing 

federal policies and government expectations around the conduct of U.S. companies abroad, there are a 

number of shortcomings in relation to both the drafting process and the strength of the content of the 

NAP. The plan fails to adequately address many of the concerns raised by civil society and labor 

organizations during the consultation process. Additionally, it falls short of providing bold new actions to 

address the challenges posed by business activity on human rights and prioritizes addressing business 

conduct occurring abroad over domestic business practices.  

 

While much remains to be done to ensure that U.S. corporations are not committing or linked to human 

rights abuses at home or abroad, the U.S. NAP does create a starting point from which to address 

responsible business conduct.  

 

In a time of growing concern over corporate influence on government, the U.S. NAP on Responsible 

Business Conduct presents itself as an important basis from which civil society can coalesce and 

collectively work towards a more rights-based and respecting U.S. economy. Only with constructive 

criticism and open dialogue can we continue to move forward to ensure that U.S. corporations respect 

human rights wherever they operate. 

 

                                                                                                                                      Amol Mehra              

                 Executive Director 
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ASSESSMENT SUMMARY: 

UNITED STATES NATIONAL ACTION PLAN  

 

Introduction 

 

The United States announced its decision to draft a National Action Plan (NAP) on Responsible 

Business Conduct in September 2014. The White House National Security Council (NSC) was 

desig ated to lead a d oo di ate the U.“. go e e t’s effo ts to de elop the NAP. I  additio , 
sixteen government agencies were involved in the NAPs process. The NAP was officially launched 

in December 2016.   

 

The U.“. NAP is o ga ized i to fi e atego ies of a tio ,  i ludi g:  leadi g  e a ple;  
collaborating with stakeholders; (3) facilitating responsible business conduct by companies; (4) 

recognizing positive performance; and (5) providing access to remedy. It focuses on a number of 

issues, including human rights, indigenous rights, labor rights, land tenure, anti-corruption, and 

transparency.  

 

This summary outlines key trends in terms of process and content, as identified through the 

attached assessment of the U.S. NAP. It is hoped that other States that are considering, 

beginning, or are in the process of creating a NAP will use this assessment to inform their own 

processes. 

 

Process 

 

The positive aspects of the NAP drafting process include: (1) the government entity tasked with 

overseeing the drafting of the NAP was clearly identified; (2) various entities of the government 

were involved in the process through inter-governmental working groups; and (3) regional 

dialogues were held with stakeholders during the NAP drafting process. 

 

As part of the drafting process, the U.S. government created a dedicated email address for 

written submission where they received stakeholder inputs on a rolling basis for over a year. In 

addition, U.S. government officials met with a number of stakeholders during four regional 

dialogues held in New York; Washington, D.C.; Oklahoma; and California. However, the process 

could have been strengthened through the creation of a multi-stakeholder steering group or 

advisory committee and the facilitation of participation of disempowered or at risk stakeholders. 

Additionally, the U.S. government did not release any information or summary documents 

regarding its deliberation over the content of the NAP, making it difficult to discern the extent to 

which the government took stakeholder recommendations into consideration.  

 

The NAP process could have been improved with increased transparency around the timeline, 

resources, and procedure of the drafting stage. While a timeline for initial consultation and 

te s of efe e e e e p o ided th ough the go e e t’s o li e po tal ea l  i  the d afti g 
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process; beyond that, the U.S. government did not publish a timeline in relation to the rest of the 

NAP process such as the drafting, review, or publication dates.  

 

The drafting process was undermined by the fact that the U.S. government did not conduct a full 

national baseline assessment (NBA). By failing to conduct a NBA, the U.S. government missed the 

oppo tu it  to ap the “tate’s u i ue o te t i  elatio  to usi ess a d hu a  ights a d 
pinpoint the governance gaps that should be addressed in the content of the NAP in order to 

increase protection for human rights in the context of corporate activities. Additionally, vague 

monitoring and follow-up provisions and a lack of commitment to revise the NAP in the future 

also demonstrates a lack of commitment to a comprehensive NAP process. 

 

Furthermore, the U.S. government did not consult around or release a draft NAP; missing a key 

opportunity to gather stakeholder opinions during a critical phase of the drafting process. 

 

Content 

 

Overall, the content of the NAP focuses on a set of key thematic issues, namely, anti-corruption, 

forced and child labor, human trafficking, transparency, and public procurement.  The NAP is 

largely focused on supporting voluntary measures and dialogue, and providing guidance, 

outreach, and funding for responsible business conduct initiatives. The scope of the NAP is 

completely extraterritorial, and the content does not address domestic business-related human 

rights issues.  

 

One positive aspect of the U.S. NAP is that it clearly identifies which U.S. government 

department or agency is responsible for implementing each action point. However, these action 

points could be strengthened with additional information relating to the timeline for 

implementation and the framework for monitoring and reporting on implementation.  

 

One negative aspect of the U.S. NAP is that many of the government action points are overly 

vague, making it difficult to discern the concrete steps the NAP is committing specific 

government agencies or ministries to take. This difficulty hampers the ability for stakeholders, 

including internal government actors, to hold responsible government entities accountable for 

their commitments. 

 

Moreover, the NAP is strongly lacking in commitments to new regulatory measures. There are no 

new action points in the NAP that would require human rights due diligence or the disclosure of 

human rights due diligence activities. However, the NAP does outline some ongoing 

commitments and initiatives supported by the U.S. government that may incentivize companies 

to conduct due diligence and ensure their operations do not negatively impact human rights.    

 

Lastly, there is very little attention paid to Pillar III of the UN Guiding Principles on Business and 

Human Rights on access to remedy. The NAP is heavily skewed towards promoting the Pillar I 

State duty to protect and Pillar II corporate responsibility to respect, although it does contain 
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one strong commitment relating to promoting access to remedy, that on improving the 

performance of the U.S. National Contact Point under the OECD Guidelines.  
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ASSESSMENT OF THE UNITED STATES 

NATIONAL ACTION PLAN ON RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS CONDUCT 

 

1. GOVERNANCE AND RESOURCES COMMENTS 

Leadership and Ownership of NAP Process 

1.1. Commitment to the NAP process. 

  

The United States announced its decision to draft a NAP on responsible business 

conduct in a fact sheet on the U.S. Global Anticorruption Agenda on September 

24, 2014.3 The inclusion of multiple government agencies, creation of 

interagency working groups, and organization of four regional stakeholder 

o sultatio s a e all positi e sig s of the U ited “tates’ o it e t to the NAP 
process.  

 

However, this is undermined by the fact that the U.S. government did not 

conduct a full national baseline assessment. Additionally, vague monitoring and 

follow-up provisions and a lack of commitment to revise the NAP in the future 

also demonstrates a lack of willingness to commitment to a comprehensive NAP 

process.  

 

1.2. Ensure responsibility for the NAP process is 

clearly established and communicated. 

The White House Natio al “e u it  Cou il N“C  as desig ated to lead a d 
oo di ate the U.“. go e e t’s effo ts to de elop the NAP. 4  

1.3. Ensure an inclusive approach across all 

areas of government.  

 

Sixteen government agencies were involved in the NAP process, including the 

Departments of Commerce, Homeland Security, Defense, Justice, Labor, State, 

Treasury, Agriculture, Export-Import Bank of the United States, General Services 
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Administration, Office of Management and Budget, Overseas Private Investment 

Corporation, U.S. Agency for International Development, U.S. Trade 

Representative, Small Business Administration, and the Environmental 

Protection Agency.5 

 

The U.S. government also established a number of interagency working groups 

o  the ei fo i g issue a eas  of t a spa e  a d a ti-corruption; 

investment and trade; labor rights; procurement; human rights; land tenure and 

agricultural investment.6 

 

1.4. Devise and publish terms of reference and a 

timeline for the NAP process.  

 

The U.S. government published terms of reference and a partial timeline for the 

NAP process. The terms of reference for the NAP process were laid out in a 

F e ue tl  Asked Questio s  do u e t pu lished i  Fe ua  .7 In 

addition, the U.S. government provided a timeline for public consultations/open 

dialogues in both the FAQ and an announcement of opportunity to provide 

input into the NAP process.8  

 

However, beyond a timeline for initial consultation, the U.S. government did not 

publish a timeline in relation to the rest of the NAP process, such as the 

drafting, review, or publication dates.  

 

Adequate Resourcing 

1.5. Determine an appropriate budget for the 

NAP process.  

 

There is no information publicly available on the level of funding provided for 

the NAP process.  
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2. STAKEHOLDER PARTICIPATION COMMENTS 

Effective Participation by All Relevant Stakeholders 

2.1. Conduct and publish a stakeholder 

mapping. 
No information on any stakeholder mapping was published.  

2.2. Develop and publish a clear plan and 

timeline for stakeholder participation.  

 

I  No e e  , the U.“. go e e t eleased a  A ou e e t of 
Opportunity to Provide Input into the U.S. National Action Plan on Responsible 

Business Conduct.9 This pu li atio  outli ed the U.“. go e e t’s pla  a d 
timeline for consulting with stakeholders.  

 

The U.S. government sought to establish a series of open dialogues with 

multiple stakeholders, including business associations, individual companies, 

labor unions, civil society, academics, international organizations, and affected 

communities.10  However, the extent of participation of these different 

stakeholder groups is unknown. These dialogues were hosted by different 

stakeholders and held throughout the United States:  

• Ne  Yo k Cit : hosted  Ne  Yo k U i e sit  “te  “ hool of Busi ess’ 
Center for Business and Human Rights and U.S. Council for International 

Business; 

• Berkeley, California: hosted by University of California Haas School of 

Busi ess’ Ce te  fo  Respo si le Busi ess a d the U.“. Net o k of the 
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UN Global Compact; 

• Norman, Oklahoma: hosted by the University of Oklahoma College of 

Law; and 

• Washington, D.C.: hosted by the International Corporate Accountability 

Roundtable and the Global Business Initiative for Human Rights.11  

 

The U.S. government created a dedicated email address for written submission, 

and received submissions on a rolling basis for over a year.12 In addition, U.S. 

go e e t offi ials et ith NGOs, a ade i  i stitutio s, fo eig  
government officials, labor unions, businesses, indigenous peoples, and industry 

asso iatio s to soli it i put fo  the NAP. 13 

 

2.3. Provide adequate information and capacity-

building where needed. 

It does not appear that capacity-building measures were included in the NAP 

process.   

2.4. Facilitate participation by disempowered or 

at-risk stakeholders.  

 

The U.S. government did not thoroughly facilitate participation by 

disempowered or at-risk stakeholders. The U.S. government did state that it 

ould look to set up e i a s, as ell as o side  ideo o fe e es th ough 
e tai  e assies o  o sulates  i  o de  to ea h the ost ul e a le 

individuals and communities who may be impacted by the conduct of U.S. 

o pa ies a oad; 14 however, it is unclear which, if any, of these steps the 

government undertook.  

 

There is no evidence to suggest that specific efforts were made to seek 

testimony from rights holders or facilitate opportunities for affected individuals 

to participate in consultations. It is also unclear whether the U.S. government 

requested evidence of the impacts of U.S. companies domestically or abroad 

from impact assessments (either company or community-based). Such evidence 
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3. NATIONAL BASELINE ASSESSMENT (NBA) COMMENTS 

The NBA as the Foundation for the NAP 

3.1. Undertake a NBA as the first step in the NAP 

process.  

 

A o di g to the NAP, the U.“. go e e t o du ted a sto ktaki g of la s 
and policies implemented to date that support [responsible business 

o du t]. 15 However, the extent of this stocktaking is unknown.  

 

The U.S. government did not conduct a full national baseline assessment (NBA). 

The U.“. go e e t did el o e o k  othe s i  this a ea,  i ludi g  
efle ti g o  the shado  U.“. NBA o du ted  the I te atio al Co po ate 

Accountability Roundtable, but did not conduct a full NBA due to a number of 

issues—i ludi g the sig ifi a t a ou t of ti e that ould e e ui ed to 
o du t a o p ehe si e NBA  that o e s the la ge a ou t of issues 

discussed in the NAP.16  

 

The U.S. government also relied on existing relevant assessments of current U.S. 

policies and practices, including the 2013 U.S. government Approach to 

Business and Human Rights document and the 2013 U.S. Open Government 

would have provided insight into the priorities and concerns of affected 

communities related to company human rights impacts.  

 

2.5. Consider establishing a stakeholder steering 

group or advisory committee.  

No stakeholder steering group or advisory committee was created. Whether the 

U.S. government considered creating such a group is unknown.  
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3. NATIONAL BASELINE ASSESSMENT (NBA) COMMENTS 

Partnership National Action Plan.17   

3.2. Allocate the task of developing the NBA to 

an appropriate body.  
Not applicable.  

3.3. Fully involve stakeholders in the 

development of the NBA. 
Not applicable.  

3.4. Publish and disseminate the NBA. Not applicable.  

 

 

4. SCOPE, CONTENT, AND PRIORITIES COMMENTS 

Scope of NAPs 

4.1. A NAP should address the full scope of the 

UNGPs. 

 

The NAP is heavily skewed towards voluntary measures, guidance, trainings, 

outreach, funding, and dialogue, and is severely lacking in commitments to new 

regulatory measures. Additionally, most of the attention is on Pillars I and II; 

Pillar III is scarcely addressed.  

 

In terms of substantive content, the following four sub-criteria provide insight 

i to the U.“. NAP’s o e age of the full s ope of the UNGPs ithout o du ti g 
a  e te si e a al sis of the NAP’s fulfill e t of ea h UNGP, hi h is a task to e 

completed during the national baseline assessment (NBA) process. These four 

sub-criteria are: (1) positive or negative incentives for business to conduct due 

diligence, (2) disclosure of due diligence activities, (3) measures which require 
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4. SCOPE, CONTENT, AND PRIORITIES COMMENTS 

due diligence as the basis for compliance with a legal rule, and (4) the 

regulatory mix (i.e. a combination of voluntary and mandatory measures that 

the State uses to encourage business to respect human rights).18 These sub-

criteria are not an exhaustive list, but have been supported by other 

esea he s a d ad o a  g oups as i di ati e of a NAP’s ade ua  i  te s of 
substantive content. The U.S NAP is unsatisfactory under each of these sub-

criteria: 

 

(1) Positive and Negative Incentives for Due Diligence 

 

Generally, the new actions in the NAP do not provide positive or negative 

incentives for due diligence. One new action that could incentivize human rights 

due diligence is the commitment on responsible land-based investment. This 

commitment states that USAID will help the private sector pilot the Analytical 

Framework for Land-Based Investments in African Agriculture through limited 

financial assistance and technical assistance.19 The Analytical Framework 

provides guidance to companies on human rights due diligence and risk 

management for land-based investments in agriculture.20 Arguably, providing 

funding and technical assistance may incentivize companies investing in land for 

agriculture to work with USAID to implement the guidance and conduct human 

rights due diligence.  

 

Another new  action that could incentivize due diligence is the closing of the 

consumptive demand loophole. Section 307 of the Tariff Act of 1930 has 

banned the importation of goods produced with forced labor since it was 
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4. SCOPE, CONTENT, AND PRIORITIES COMMENTS 

e a ted, ho e e , the o su pti e de a d loophole  ade a  e eptio  to 
this ban, allowing goods produced with forced labor to be imported when 

domestic production of a good was insufficient to meet domestic demand for 

that good.21 In 2015, the Trade Facilitation and Trade Enforcement Act 

eliminated this exception.22 This ban could incentivize companies to conduct 

forced labor due diligence in order to decrease the likelihood that the goods 

they are exporting to the U.S. are not denied entry. Although this action is listed 

i  the NAP as e ,  it as e a ted i  Fe ua  , a d the efo e is a gua l  
not a new action.23  

 

Similarly, outcome 1.4 of the NAP states, U“AID ill de elop a so ial 
safeguards screening questionnaire that Missions may use as an assessment 

tool when designing new projects (including public-private partnerships) to 

e su e due dilige e o  so ial a d hu a  ights issues. 24 Though this 

commitment focuses more on USAID actions, arguably the social safeguards 

screening tool will act as an incentive for private sector actors engaging in 

USAID public-private partnerships to conduct human rights due diligence. 

 

“o e o goi g o it e ts a d i itiati es  outli ed i  the NAP ould 
potentially incentivize certain companies to conduct due diligence. For example, 

the NAP mentions Executive Order (EO)  “t e gthe i g P ote tio s 
agai st T affi ki g i  Pe so s i  Fede al Co t a ts,  hi h as issued i  
September 2012.25 This EO (and implementing regulation) prohibits all federal 

contractors, their subcontractors, and employees from engaging in certain 

human trafficking related practices.26 Additionally, for a sub-set of 
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4. SCOPE, CONTENT, AND PRIORITIES COMMENTS 

contractors/subcontractors (those with contracts or subcontracts performed 

abroad worth over $500,000), this EO requires implementation of compliance 

plans and certification that after conducting due diligence no evidence of 

trafficking related activities has been found, or, if it has, that remedial steps 

have been taken.27 This certification must be provided prior to the award of the 

contract and must be submitted annually during the contract period.28 Thus, 

this EO incentivizes due diligence related to human trafficking for some 

companies because, depending on the size of the contract/subcontract and 

where it is performed, a company may loose out on obtaining a federal contract 

if they do not conduct due diligence. 

 

Two other examples outlined in the NAP are the Department of Defense and 

Department of State requirements for their private security contractors (PSCs). 

Specifically, the Department of Defense requires the PSCs with which it 

o t a ts to de o st ate o fo a e ith sta da ds o siste t ith the 
I te atio al Code of Co du t fo  P i ate “e u it  P o ide s  ICoC , a d the 
Depa t e t of “tate e ui es P“Cs to o fi  thei  o fo a e  ith the 
ICoC standard and to also have membership in good standing in the ICoC 

Asso iatio  as e ui e e ts to id i  elatio  to the Depa t e t of “tate’s 
Worldwide Protective Services II contract.29 As the ICoC standard does require 

due diligence, this may incentivize PSCs to conduct due diligence so that they 

a  eet the Depa t e t of Defe se a d Depa t e t of “tate’s e ui e e ts 
in order to obtain contracts with the agencies.30 
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4. SCOPE, CONTENT, AND PRIORITIES COMMENTS 

(2) Disclosure of Due Diligence Activities 

 

There are no new action points that would require disclosure of human rights 

due diligence activities. In fact, the NAP explicitly mentions that the Reporting 

Requirements for Responsible Investment in Burma, which were once 

mandatory, are now voluntary due to the lifting of sanctions through Executive 

Order 13742 issued by President Obama in October 2016.31 

 

One ongoing commitment that requires disclosure of due diligence activities 

from some companies that is mentioned in the NAP is Dodd Frank Section 1502. 

The only new commitment in relation to Section 1502 is to provide guidance 

and assistance to companies for this reporting.32  

 

(3) Measures Requiring Due Diligence as the Basis for Compliance with a 

Legal Rule 

 

There are no new action points that would require human rights due diligence 

as the basis for compliance with a legal rule. Some of the existing regulatory 

efforts listed in Annex II do require due diligence, but none of them require 

human rights due diligence. For example, Annex II lists the Bank Secrecy Act, 

which requires financial institutions to maintain effective anti-money laundering 

compliance programs, which include conducting due diligence when dealing 

with senior foreign political figures.33 Additionally, Annex II lists the final 

Customer Due Diligence Rule that was announced by treasury, which requires 

fi a ial i stitutio s to olle t a d e if  the pe so al i fo atio  of the eal 
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4. SCOPE, CONTENT, AND PRIORITIES COMMENTS 

people (also known as beneficial owners) who own, control, and profit from 

o pa ies he  those o pa ies ope  a ou ts. 34 While information on 

beneficial ownership is important, collection of this information does not 

constitute human rights due diligence. Furthermore, the information collected 

will not be made publicly available. Additionally, according to the rule, financial 

institutions may rely on the beneficial ownership information supplied by the 

customer, provided it has no knowledge of facts that would reasonably call into 

question the reliability of the information. 35 This requirement is met by the 

completion of a Certification Form which declares that the information is true 

to the est of [the usto e ’s] k o ledge. 36 This flexibility undermines the 

st e gth of the ule, hi h states that fi a ial i stitutio s ust e if  the 
identity of beneficial owners. 

 

(4) Regulatory Mix  

 

The regulatory mix of the U.“. NAP is u satisfa to . “o e of the o goi g 
o it e ts a d i itiati es  outli ed i  the NAP i ol e egulatio  of 

companies, for example, Dodd Frank 1502 is mentioned in the NAP, and Annex 

II lists regulations such as the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, the Bank Secrecy 

Act, and Executive Order 13627 (which prohibits human trafficking in federal 

supply chains and creates certain requirements for a sub-set of federal 

contractors), that the United States says it will continue to enforce.37 

Additionally, Annex II states that the Treasury Department has submitted draft 

legislation that, if passed by U.S. Co g ess, ould e ui e o pa ies fo ed i  
the U.S. to file adequate, accurate, and current information on its beneficial 
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4. SCOPE, CONTENT, AND PRIORITIES COMMENTS 

o e s ith T easu , 38 but no new commitments on this are included in the 

body of the NAP itself. 

 

The new action points in the NAP are almost entirely voluntary. Of the new 

actions only one clearly involves regulation, and it is arguably not a commitment 

to new action. This action is the enactment of the Trade Facilitation and Trade 

Enforcement Act of 2015, which removed the consumptive demand loophole 

from the ban on the importation of goods produced with forced labor.39 The 

consumptive demand loophole created an exception to the ban, meaning goods 

produced with forced labor could be imported into the United States if 

domestic production of the good was insufficient to meet domestic demand.40 

While the removal of this loophole is a very positive development, this was 

enacted in February 2016, and is arguably not a new action. 

 

Apart from this one action, the new commitments in the NAP are heavily 

focused on providing guidance, tools, trainings, and funding; convening and 

entering into dialogue with other stakeholders; and continuing to implement 

existing laws and policies. For example, the NAP states that funding may be 

provided for the development of sector-specific tools to help companies and 

federal contractors address human trafficking risks in their supply chains; that 

the Office of Intergovernmental Affairs will facilitate dialogue among state and 

local government officials and the federal government on promoting human 

rights through public procurement; and will provide training on responsible 

business conduct for U.S. embassies.41  
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4. SCOPE, CONTENT, AND PRIORITIES COMMENTS 

While these new commitments are welcome, without pairing these efforts with 

legal demands and mandatory measures on companies, they are insufficient to 

drive real change. 

4.2. A NAP should address the full scope of the 

“tate’s ju isdi tio . 

 

The U.S. NAP does ot ade uatel  add ess the full s ope of the “tate’s 
jurisdiction as it is heavily skewed towards addressing issues of corporate-

related human rights abuses abroad. According to the NAP, the plan is 

de eloped to p o ote espo si le usi ess o du t RBC  by U.S. companies 

ope ati g a oad. 42  

 

4.3. A NAP should address international and 

regional organizations and standards.  

 

The U.S. NAP refers to international and regional organizations and standards 

extensively. In its new commitments the U.S. commits to developing an 

out ea h pla  to o ti ue its effo ts to oade  u de sta di g a d 
i ple e tatio  of the OECD Guideli es a o g usi ess, 43 and to undergo a 

peer review for the US National Contact Point.44 The NAP also references the 

Depa t e t of La o ’s fu ding of an ILO-let Global Business Network on Forced 

Labor45 a d fu di g of the ILO’s Bette  Wo k p og a  i  se e al ou t ies,46 

a d the Depa t e t of “tate’s a ti ities to disse i ate a d p o ote the UN 
Guiding Principles.47 Other international and regional organizations and 

standards touched on in the NAP include the 2030 Agenda for the Sustainable 

Development and its 17 Sustainable Development Goals,48 the G-7,49 the Inter-

American Convention Against Corruption,50 the OECD Working Group on Bribery 

in International Business Transactions,51 and the International Code of Conduct 

for Private Security Service Providers.52 
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4. SCOPE, CONTENT, AND PRIORITIES COMMENTS 

4.4. A NAP should address thematic and sector-

specific human rights issues.  

 

According to the U.S. government, the NAP focuses on a broad range of issues, 

i ludi g hu a  ights, the ights of i dige ous peoples, la o  ights, la d 
tenure and property rights, anti- o uptio , a d t a spa e . 53  The U.S. 

government also focused the scope of stakeholder consultations based on the 

issues of pa ti ula  ele a e to stakeholde s i  that lo atio ,  i ludi g the 
financial and technology sectors, extractive industries, the impact of business 

on indigenous groups, transparency and reporting, and government purchasing 

power.54 

 

The content of the NAP focuses heavily on a set of key thematic issues; namely, 

anti-corruption,55 forced and child labor,56 human trafficking,57 transparency,58 

and public procurement.59  

 

The NAP process was launched under the auspices of the U.S. Global 

Anticorruption Agenda, and the introduction of the NAP by Secretary of State 

John Kerry focuses heavily on combating corruption.60 The NAP focuses on anti-

corruption efforts in multiple new actions and ongoing commitments. For 

example, under Outcome 1.1, the NAP states that the U.S. Agency for 

I te atio al De elop e t ill lau h the Glo al A ti-Corruption Consortium 

(GACC), a new initiative to support international efforts to expose corruption, 

raise public awareness, and facilitate action by government, law enforcement, 

and multilateral orga izatio s. 61 In Outcome 3.1 under ongoing commitments, 

the NAP states that the U.S. government will continue to publish information 

desig ed to assist fi s i  o pl i g ith a ti- o uptio  la s. 62 
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4. SCOPE, CONTENT, AND PRIORITIES COMMENTS 

Fu the o e, Out o e .  outli es the U.“. go e e t’s commitment to 

continuing engagement with companies on anti-corruption issues.63 

 

Similarly, the NAP focuses on public procurement through a designation 

out o e se tio , Out o e .  Le e age U.“. Go e e t Pu hasi g Po e  to 
P o ote High “ta da ds. 64  

 

 

Content of NAPs 

4.5. The NAP should include a statement of 

commitment to the UNGPs. 

 

The U.S. NAP contains statements that indicate a strong commitment to the 

UNGPs. The NAP highlights the UNGPs as an international framework that 

encompasses the principles of responsible business conduct, and makes clear 

that the UNGPs appl  to all “tates a d usi ess e te p ises. 65 Additionally, the 

NAP commits the U.S. government to continue promoting and implementing 

the UNGPs. The second new action under Outcome 1.1 states the U.“. 
government, through [the Department of] State, will continue to disseminate 

the UN Guiding Principles through our bilateral, multilateral, and public 

diplomacy efforts. State will continue to participate in and host discussions with 

companies, civil society groups, and other on these Guiding Principles, including 

through its on-goi g UN Guidi g P i iples Wo kshop “e ies. 66  
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4. SCOPE, CONTENT, AND PRIORITIES COMMENTS 

4.6. A NAP should comprise action points that 

are specific, measurable, achievable, 

relevant, and time-specific. 

 

 The vast majority of action points in the NAP, both new and ongoing, have no 

future timeline associated with them. Only one point in the ongoing 

commitments, and three in the new actions specify a timetable of any kind; 

though these timelines also lack specificity, only committing the action to be 

completed at some point in 2017. For example, the first new action in Outcome 

.  o its the “tate Depa t e t to de elop a  out ea h pla  i  ; 
similarly, the new action in Outcome 3.2 also commits the State Department to 

esta lish a pla  i  . 67 The first new action under Outcome 5.1 provides 

the ost spe ifi it , o itti g the U.“. Natio al Co ta t Poi t to pu lish a 
 out ea h pla   ea l   a d to u de go a pee  e ie  i  the fall of 

2017. 68 

 

In addition, it is sometimes difficult to classify the new actions as specific and 

measurable commitments as some of these points describe actions that have 

already been completed. A number of new actions describe completed actions. 

For example, the new action under Outcome 1.2 is not a commitment to 

perform a new action, but a summary of an action that has already been taken, 

as is the second new action under Outcome 1.3.69 Similarly, the last new action 

under Outcome 2.1 does not commit the U.S. government to any new actions, 

and instead describes a recent awards ceremony.70 Clarity about what actions 

have already been committed and what actions the U.S. government is 

committing to complete is important and will help enable more effective 

monitoring of the commitments outlined in the NAP.  
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4. SCOPE, CONTENT, AND PRIORITIES COMMENTS 

A number of new actions described in the NAP lack measurability, because they 

do not lay out discreet actions, instead committing the U.S. government to 

vaguely promote or continue supporting business respect for human rights or 

formulate outreach/action plans whose scope is unknown. For example, the 

thi d e  a tio  u de  Out o e .  o its the U.“. go e e t to el o e 
and recognize new methods of reporting in support of RBC and create an online 

resource to that end. 71 This action point could be improved by specifying what 

criteria exist in relation to recognizing good versus bad reporting methods, and 

hat t pe of o li e esou e  ill e eated. “i ila l , i  the fi st e  a tio  
under Outcome 4.1, the State Depa t e t o its to foste  o ti ued 
engagement among relevant stakeholders to support ongoing dialogue and 

olla o atio  o  espe ti g hu a  ights ithi  the ICT se to . 72 This action 

poi t is ague e ause it is u lea  hat steps ill o stitute fostering 

dialogue,  a d the efo e diffi ult to easu e o plia e. “i ila l , the fi st e  
a tio  u de  Out o e .  o its the “tate Depa t e t to de elop a  
outreach plan to continue its efforts to broaden understanding and 

implementation of the OECD Guideli es a o g usi ess. 73 However, this 

commitment is too vague to allow for effective monitoring of compliance as the 

scope, depth, and expectations for this outreach plan are unclear.  

 

On the other hand, there are number of the new actions described in the NAP 

are relatively specific, because they commit the U.S. government to continue 

with actions that are already well-developed/defined. For example, the first new 

a tio  u de  Out o e .  o its U“AID to suppo t espo si le la d-based 

investments by helping the private sector pilot the Analytical Framework for 
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4. SCOPE, CONTENT, AND PRIORITIES COMMENTS 

Land-Based I est e ts i  Af i a  Ag i ultu e. 74 Due to the fact that this 

p oje t is al ead  de eloped, the s ope of the U.“. go e e t’s suppo t fo  it 
is quite well defined.  

 

One example of a more specific and measureable new action is the first new 

a tio  u de  Out o e .  hi h o its U“AID to de elop a d/o  update  
public country-level land governance profiles, which explain the land laws, land 

use patterns, gender concerns, land administration, and land markets within a 

gi e  ou t .  This o it e t is easu a le e ause it outli es e a tl  the 
quantity and contents of the reports that USAID is expected to produce. 

However, this action point could be enhanced if it contained a timeline for 

completion.  

 

None of the new actions or ongoing commitments and initiatives made in the 

NAP appear to be irrelevant to the subject of increasing business respect for 

human rights or overly ambitious to the point they are not achievable. However, 

there are a few new actions or ongoing commitments related to the protection 

of wildlife against illegal hunting or trafficking that appear to be less related to 

the subject of business respect for human rights. 75 

Priorities for NAPS 

4.7. A NAP should prioritize for action the most 

serious business-related human rights 

abuses. 

 

Although the NAP does not explicitly prioritize child labor, human trafficking, or 

forced labor, at least four of the twenty-eight new commitments in the NAP and 

at least thirteen of the forty-three ongoing commitments and initiatives address 

these abuses.76  
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4. SCOPE, CONTENT, AND PRIORITIES COMMENTS 

 

Beyond human trafficking, forced labor, and child labor, the NAP does not 

appear to prioritize any human rights abuses over others. 

 

4.8. In line with the HRBA, the NAP should focus 

on the most vulnerable and excluded 

groups.  

 

Although the NAP does add ess hild e ’s ights e te si el  i  elatio  to 
existing U.S. government initiatives, the NAP does not give adequate attention 

to other vulnerable and excluded groups such as indigenous peoples, women, 

people with disabilities, and human rights defenders.  

 

Under ongoing commitments and initiatives the NAP discusses the Prohibition 

of Acquisition of Products Produced by Forced or Indentured Child Labor, which 

applies the procurement of goods by U.S. federal agencies77; the Department of 

La o ’s leade ship ole o  the Child La o  Co oa Coo di ati g G oup78; the 

Depa t e t of La o ’s e gage e t ith the ILO-led Alliance 8.7, which is 

focused on eliminating the worst forms of child labor, forced labor, and human 

trafficking79; and the Depa t e t of La o ’s Child La o  a d Fo ed La o  
Reports80; among other existing initiatives. However, no new commitments 

discuss child labor. 

 

 

Fu the o e, despite stati g that [t]he NAP fo uses o  a oad a ge of issues 
i ludi g ut ot li ited to…the ights of i dige ous peoples, 81 only one new 

action mentions indigenous peoples. This commitment states that USAID will 

assist, through technical and limited financial assistance, the private sector to 
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4. SCOPE, CONTENT, AND PRIORITIES COMMENTS 

pilot the Analytical Framework for Land-Based Investments in African 

Ag i ultu e, hi h the NAP states ill ake thei  i est e ts o e 
espo si le a d i lusi e of lo al o u ities, i ludi g i dige ous peoples. 82 

Furthermore, women are only explicitly mentioned once in the NAP, people 

with disabilities are not mentioned at all.83 

 

 

 

5. TRANSPARENCY COMMENTS 

Full Transparency With All Stakeholders 

5.1. The NBA and any other significant analyses 

and submissions informing the NAP should 

be published. 

 

No NBA as o du ted, a d the sto ktaki g of la s a d poli ies  as ot 
made public. The summary of only one of the four regional dialogues was made 

public; however it was not published by the U.S. government, but the civil 

society convener of the dialogue.84  

 

“i ila l , the itte  su issio s e ei ed th ough the NAP p o ess’ dedi ated 
email address were not published. Civil society groups, such as the International 

Corporate Accountability Roundtable (ICAR) and the Business and Human Rights 

Resource Center compiled and published the written submissions that 

stakeholders provided to these organizations.85 However, the full number and 

content of the written submissions received by the government is unclear.  

 

Additionally, the government did not release any information or summary 
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5. TRANSPARENCY COMMENTS 

documents regarding its deliberation over the content of the NAP. Thus, it is not 

clear the extent to which the U.S. government took stakeholder 

recommendations into consideration during the drafting process, or its reasons 

for not add essi g these e o e datio s i  the NAP’s o te t. Fo  e a ple, 
of the 220 specific recommendations made to the U.S. government by ICAR only 

fifteen are touched upon by either the ongoing commitments or new actions in 

the NAP.86 However, it is unclear whether these were included in direct 

espo se to ICAR’s e o e datio s, a d hethe  the go e e t o side ed 
the additional recommendations during the drafting process.   

 

 

6. ACCOUNTABILITY AND FOLLOW-UP COMMENTS 

Holding Duty-Bearers Accountable for Implementation 

6.1. NAPs should identify who is responsible for 

implementation of individual action points 

and overall follow-up.  

 

The NAP clearly identifies which U.S. government office is responsible for 

implementing each action point through a dedicate column entitled 

I ple e ti g Depa t e t o  Age . 87 As discussed in the next section, no 

detail is provided on follow-up, monitoring, or evaluation.  

 

6.2. NAPs should lay out a framework for 

monitoring of and reporting on 

implementation.  

 

There is no framework for monitoring or reporting laid out in the NAP. In the 

I t odu tio , the U.“. go e e t states that the NAP is a  e a ple of a  
open dialogue through which the U.S. government will continue to 

o u i ate, oo di ate, a d assess its a tio s. 88 The NAP also states that the 
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6. ACCOUNTABILITY AND FOLLOW-UP COMMENTS 

U.“. go e e t ill o ti ue to a ept itte  feed a k a d suggestio s  at 
the dedicated NAP email address.89 However, the NAP does not present any 

structured framework, methodology, or timeline for following up with the 

commitments made in the NAP or monitoring implementation of the NAP. 
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